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Introduction 

 Curriculum is the organized presentation of material taught in the classroom 

(Brummelen, 2002).  Implied curriculum is the school’s values as communicated “through the 

ways in which faculty, parents and students treat one another and through school policies on such 

issues as discipline and decision making.” (Parkay, 2010, p.43).  The purpose of this paper is to 

compare the differences between the curriculum standards of the physical education program and 

the athletic program as described by the Texas Education Agency.  The unique components and 

implied curriculum of each will be considered.  Then, a negative component of both the physical 

education program and athletic program will be evaluated and solutions will be proposed.   

Physical Education and Athletics 

 According to the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills for Physical Education, students 

in high school are to take a foundational course titled “Foundations of Personal Fitness” which is 

to “motivate students to strive for lifetime personal fitness with an emphasis on the health-related 

components of physical fitness,” (“Chapter 116. Texas essentials,” 1998).  In essence, the goal is 

to teach students how to become physically fit and to encourage each to develop his or her own 

personal fitness program.  This course serves as the foundation for the physical education 

program within Texas Public Schools and is two-fold in implementation.  The first component of 

this physical education course is the theoretical knowledge of health and fitness. This includes 

physiological and biomechanical principles, positive self management, social skills, safety 

practices and practice techniques.  The second component is the practical implementation of the 

above theoretical knowledge in everyday fitness activities, (“Chapter 116. Texas essentials,” 

1998).   
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 The Athletic program, referred to in the document as Team Sports, expects students 

enrolled to “develop health-related fitness and an appreciation for team work and fair play… 

Team Sports is less concerned with the acquisition of physical fitness during the course than 

reinforcing the concept of incorporating physical activity into a lifestyle beyond high school” 

(“Chapter 116. Texas essentials,” 1998). Components in the athletic program include the 

development of movement skills specific to the team sport, development of the thought process 

used while participating in performance, knowledge of the strategies, rules and guidelines of the 

sport, knowledge of the benefits and safety concerns of the sport, and develop the self-

management and social skills needed in participation with the sport (“Chapter 116. Texas 

essentials,” 1998). 

Physical Education, Implied Curriculum and Evaluation 

 The Foundations of Personal Fitness course serves two basic goals: develop a knowledge 

and lifestyle of healthy living.  As a foundational course, it is designed to be the framework for 

all other athletics or physical education in the state of Texas and therefore has several unique 

components.  First, it teaches the principles of exercise including warmup/cool down, overload, 

frequency, intensity, specificity, progression, force, leverage and contraction.  Second, it 

describes safety practices including the wearing of appropriate clothing, maintaining proper fluid 

levels and the dangers of substance abuse.  Third, this course describes the benefits and attitudes 

connected with physical activity.  Fourth, it provides opportunity for students to engage in 

physical activity and motivates each to continue in physical activity beyond the confines of the 

course (“Chapter 116. Texas essentials,” 1998).   

 Implied, yet obvious in this description, is the importance of physical activity in everyday 

life.  The Texas Education Agency and the government of Texas, by including physical 
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education in its mandate, demonstrate the priority placed on fitness knowledge and activity. Also 

implied in the lack of specificity of the mandate is that each school and each person should 

operate under individual goals.  Although not identifiable in the course standards, another 

implied curriculum could be the way non-athletic students are treated in physical education.  

Often, athletic students are given preferential treatment while non-athletic students are shunned.  

Teachers should make every effort to be fair and consistent with students and especially 

compassionate with those who are not athletic by nature.  James addressed a similar situation in 

the book by his name where Christians were showing favoritism to certain people because of 

their financial or socioeconomic status.  Under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, James said, “If 

you really keep the royal law found in Scripture ‘Love your neighbor as yourself,’ you are doing 

right.  But if you show favoritism, you sin and are convicted by the law as lawbreakers,” (“Holy 

Bible,” 1984, James 2:8-9).  Christians are commanded to show unconditional love and respect 

to everyone regardless of their ability. 

 The Physical Education course is generally well balanced in approach, however, the 

material is generic with no specifics per grade level or definable measurable outcomes.  While 

this is beneficial in the sense that it allows flexibility within each school system, each class and 

each individual, it also does not provide clear goals. For those who prefer less government 

involvement in education, including the author of this paper, this method is preferred.  Those 

who prefer stronger government accountability would likely see weakness in the Foundations of 

Personal Fitness course.  This weakness could be improved through development of specific 

goals.  Goals could be phrased by stating that by the end of the first semester, students should see 

a 40% increase in speed, 20% increase in flexibility, or other means of certain criterion.  The 
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benefit in this means of testing is that while each student will start at a different point, each 

student should also see personal improvement in a tangible way. 

Athletics, Implied Curriculum and Evaluation 

 Unlike the requirements for the general physical education course, the purpose of the 

Athletic program is specifically related to the team sport.  Students are taught the offensive and 

defensive movements used in the particular sport.  They learn and development techniques to 

further their ability to play.  They gain and understanding of the strategies, rules and history of 

the sport.  Student athletes develop appropriate social skills, further learn the physical 

implications - both positive and negative - for participating in this sport, and become ever 

conscious of the safety practices of the sport (“Chapter 116. Texas essentials,” 1998).  

 Preferential treatment given to student athletes in every area is often one of the most 

pronounced forms of implied curriculum.  Athletes often miss class time, make lower grades, 

and yet are still looked upon by the school as the most important component of the school.  

While the fine arts are cut when finances are tight, every effort is usually made to keep the 

athletic program intact.  In these situations, students see that the school board, administration and 

community see athletics as important or more so than even academics.   

 The standards for Team Sports are generally well balanced, particularly when coupled 

with the physical education standards.  The obvious possible negative with any athletic team is 

its relationship to the academic school.  In many schools, athletics takes priority over academics.  

When athletics is most important, students begin to see academics as unimportant.  Furthermore, 

teachers, coaches and administration may be likely to manipulate grading and enforcement of 

rules to allow excellent athletes to continue in the team sport.  Whereas state standards cannot 

dictate the culture of a school, basic academic and behavioral requirements could be designed to 
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encourage proper priorities.  Also, school administration and faculty should constantly maintain 

an environment that emphasizes the whole of the student, not just his or her athletic ability.  

Once again, James admonishes the believer, “as believers in our glorious Lord Jesus Christ, 

don’t show favoritism,” (“Holy Spirit,” 1984, James 2:1). 

Conclusion 

 This paper has compared the differences between the physical education program and the 

athletic program as described by the Texas Education Agency, the unique components and 

implied curriculum of both the physical education and the athletic program were considered and 

potential negatives and their solutions were discussed. 

 Curriculum choices are influenced by national standards, state standards, local school 

districts, administrations and teachers.  In contrast, the implied curriculum is primarily 

influenced by the administration and faculty on a school level.  It is with this implied curriculum 

that students can see the truth of what the teacher or school believes and it is on this level that 

Christians have the opportunity to significantly influence students towards Christ even in a 

public school setting (Schultz, 2010).   
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